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Eritrean Nationals Abroad Continue Celebrating Independence Day

Eritrean
Nationals Abroad
Visit Development
Sites at Home
Eritrean nationals who came
home from the diaspora for
vacation explained that it gives
them satisfaction to spend their
vacation in the homeland and visit
development sites.

Eritrean nationals in Israel and
Angola have celebrated the 27th
Independence Day anniversary
enthusiastically under the theme
“Vision through Toil”.

Soil and
Water
Conservation
Campaign
The
residents
of
7
administrativeareas,civilservants
and students in Dubaruwa subzone have conducted soil and
water conservation campaign.
The campaign involved he
construction of terraces on 10
hectares.
According to reports, the active
participation of the residents
of the administrative areas of
Mereb, Geza-Lamza, Adi-Geda,
Adi-Logo, Adi-Bezahanes and
Temajla was decisive for the
success of the undertaking.
The office of the Agriculture
Ministry in the sub-zone indicated
that construction of terraces,
water diversion schemes, and the
digging of holes for planting tree
seedlings are being conducted in
the 28 administrative areas in the
sub-zone.
Likewise, students and youth
workers in Moloqui sub-zone
have conducted soil and water
conservation campaign.

The celebrations in Israel featured
different programs depicting the
unity and the love they have for
their country. Speaking during the
event, the Charge d’Affaires at the
Eritrean Embassy in Israel, Mr.
Solomon Kinfe, stated that Eritrea’s
Independence is the outcome
of heroic feats demonstrated by
the Eritrean people during the
armed struggle and that building
economically developed country is
the responsibility of all nationals.
The participants on their part
expressed resolve to strengthen
national unity and participate in the

nation-building process. They also
said that the manner by which they
celebrate national holidays attest to
the unity in diversity of the Eritrean
people.
Likewise, Eritrean nationals
residing in the Angolan cities
of Luanda, Benguela and
Lubango have celebrated the 27th
Independence Day anniversary
with patriotic zeal.
At the event, the Eritrean
Ambassador to South Africa and
the Southern African countries, Mr.
Saleh Omer, called for strengthened

organizational
capacity
and
participation in the implementation
of national development drive.
In related news, the Organization
of Eritrean Women in Europe
conducted a six-month activity
assessment meeting in the Italian
city of Milan.
Secretary of the organization,
Ms. Mliete Toweldemedhin, gave
briefing on domestic conflict
resolution, gender equality and
the rights of women as well as the
challenges women encounter and
their solutions.

The nationals who came from
the United States, Canada, Italy,
Germany, Switzerland and other
countries visited the Massawa
Plastic Factory, the Free Zone
in Massawa, Gahetelai dam,
Massawa International Airport,
Massawa Cement Factory,
Massawa Port, College of Science
and Technology, Northern Red Sea
Museum and other developmental
sites in the region.
Noting that they are proud
to witness the progress of the
development programs in the
country, the visitors called on their
fellow nationals abroad to witness
first-hand the development
activities taking place in the
homeland.
In the course of their visit, the
nationals from diaspora were
given briefing from experts of
respective developmental sites
they visited.

Dirt Road Kisad Wedi-Airay Ready for Service
A 6km-long dirt road commonly
known as “Kisad Wedi-Airay”
linking Elabered sub-zone in
Anseba region with Logo-Anseba
sub zone, Gash Barka region,
has been constructed through
the integrated effort of residents
and is ready for use, reports
indicated.
The residents have been able
to accomplish the maintenance
of the road through coordinating
their human and financial
resources and it is expected to
facilitate their daily activities
with no problem.
Indicating that previously, they
were compelled to travel three
days to go to Barentu through
the Central region and that the
opening of “Kisad Wedi-Airay”
route will enable them save

and machinery support.
The Director General of
Construction Development in
Anseba region, Mr. Tekeste
Asgedom, on his part said that the
regional administration regularly
employed its own engineers to
supervise the safety of the road
and that Bidho Construction
Company was also engaged in
the construction of housing and
infrastructural projects in the
area.

time and unnecessary expense
in addition to improving their
livelihood.
The chairman of the committee
for development, Mr. Andetsion
Girmatsion, stated that the

residents have been requesting for
the implementation of the project
for more than 10 years and that
the construction of the road which
started in April 2017 has been
completed thanks to the active
participation of the community

Mr. Tekeste further said that
the socioeconomic livelihood of
the residents of Logo-Anseba
are interconnected with Anseba
and Gash Barka regions and
that the opening of the road will
make significant contribution in
improving the livelihood of the
residents.
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Marine and Coastal Resources of Eritrea:
Promising Economic Potential
The marine bio-diversity in the
Red Sea spans from the unicellular
phytoplankton seedlings to the
enormous wales. Over 1000
different species of fish and 250
types of corals are found in the
Red Sea. Besides, invertebrates,
mollusks and gastropods as well
as marine plants such as the
three types of mangrove trees are
among the major resources of the
Red Sea. According to studies
conducted over the past 27, it has
been confirmed that the depth of
the Eritrean Sea is a haven to 11
types of sea grass, five types of
marine turtles, as well as over
72 different marine bird species.
Furthermore, 17 different types
of sea cucumber, with high
economic significance, are found
in the Red Sea.
The Northern Red Sea Region
possesses a port and nine
bays as well as more than 300
islands in its 795.5 kilometers
long coastline. The Dahlak
Archipelago and Hawakil islands
are internationally known for
their marine resources.
The coastline north from the
port city of Massawa is more or
less straight, but to the south,
where most of the seaside
villages and towns are located,
is full of gulfs. The longest gulf
of Zula, located in this region,
stretches 48 kilometers and is 8 to
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significance in protecting marine
pollution and fighting global
climate change in a great scale.
The strong roots and trunks, as
well as the thick leaves protect
coastal
erosion.
Moreover,
considering that Eritrea spends
millions of dollars on lumber
imports and consumes millions
of tons of fuel wood annually,
mangrove farms could bring
great economic benefits both to
the communities that own them
and the country as a whole.

15 kilometers wide. Inhabitants
of this area depend on herding,
fishing and trade.
Most of the corals around the
Dahlak archipelago are very
attractive and are located near the
seashores and the islands, while
the corals get scarce when you
get close to the Hawakil Islands.
The high quality and most diverse
coral reefs are scattered over a
distance of 15 kilometers from
the Desie Island to the Madot
Island.
Indeed, the Northern Red Sea
Region, through its unlimited
resources and priceless quality
of fish and corals, is and will be
playing a significant role in the
socio-economic growth of the
Eritrean population.
Mangrove forests are the
haven for coastal bio-diversity
and are found around the islands
of Dahlak, particularly Harat,
Musrie, Dise, Nora, the Buri
peninsula, the islands of Hawakil
and its environs, including Harena,
Marsa Fatuma, and Dergema as
well as on the northern part of the
sea, such as Marsa Deresa and
Marsa Mubarek.
Planting mangrove trees along
the coasts of arid countries
would contribute significantly
to food security and help
eradicate poverty and combat
environmental
degradation
according to Dr. Gordon H. Sato.
Eritrea has planted hundreds of
thousands of mangrove forests
along the coast for this purposes
under different projects.
On top of their economic
significance, the mangrove

trees are mostly known for
their ecological importance.
Mangrove trees serve as a refuge
for different sea creatures that
lay their eggs there, while their
falling leaves adds to the mineral
content of the sea. Besides, a
swarm of migrating birds from
North to south and vice versa use
these mangrove jungle as resting
places.
The economic significance of
these trees is huge. These trees
could be used for building houses
and boats, their leaves could be
used as animal feed and their
seasonal flowers are conducive
for lowland bee farming and
many more.
From a broader perspective,
mangrove trees, with their
evergreen leaves have great

Based on research conducted
so far, there are 60 types of sea
grass in the whole world, and 12
of these are found in the marine
territory of Eritrea. Sea grasses
mostly grow in soft substrate
surfaces such as sand, mud, lowtide and mineral-rich areas with
almost nonexistent erosion. On
the contrary, sea weeds grow in
harder parts and 200 types of these
species are found in the Eritrean
Sea. Generally, the amount and
diversity of sea grass increases as
you sail from the Northern part
of the sea to the South. However,
the islands of Dihil, Nora, the
coastal areas of Marsa Ibrahim,
Marsa Gulbub and Berite, which
are located in the Northern part
of the sea, have vast coverage
of sea grass. A very big range of
sea grass in the Northern Red Sea
Region is found around the coast
of Gelalo, Diluh, Harena, Marsa
Fatuma, Aluli, Bededa, islands

of Aba’aguba, Ajuz, Beka’e, and
Hawakil.
Sea weeds are commonly used
as food in many Asian countries.
The abundance of sea weeds in
the Red Sea provided sanctuary
for various types of fish and
snails. It can also be utilized using
technology to produce medicine,
paper, acid, cosmetics as well
as various other chemicals for
laboratory use. In fact with the
growing importance of sea weeds,
many fishermen around the world
have shifted from fishing to
harvesting sea weeds.
Mollusks and Sea Shells are
also marine species that are found
abundantly in the Eritrean Red
Sea coast. In addition to being
used as food, these natural marine
resources, could be exported
and generate income. The most
expensive sea food in the world
are found from mollusks such
as shrimp, sepia, squid and sea
cucumber.
Mollusks could also be used as
raw materials for various products.
The gastropods were used in the
past for production of buttons
and other household utensils. The
Eri-pearl button factory, located
in Grar, Massawa, is a witness
to the button production from
the top shells. Some sea shells

continued on page 5
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book review

Songs of Life - A Load of Enjoyable Poetry
Abrahaley Habte

“Love is blind,” people often say,
whatever they mean. “Love is not
physically challenged,” writes Ms.
Selam Kidane Woldu, a young
female Eritrean poet. No love is
blind, Selam Kidane argues back.
“It has eyes, /hands /And Feet.”
If poets see observe, and think in
the same way as most of us do,
and come to the same conclusions
as most of us have reached, then, I
don’t think, they can truly be called
poets. Who wants his or her ideas
echoed back to him or her? He or
she has them already.
Poets see truths that are not
revealed to us, and observe things
hidden from our views. Due to
their position as thinkers, poets
are viewed with by society and
may be thought of as crazy, who
see things that are not there. As a
result of their unique observations,
they hold unique truths, which are
not often shared by the rest of us,
and for this reason poets come
into conflict with society, which
they want to influence and change.
Most certainly, Ms. Selam Kidane
Woldu doesn’t see and think like
most of us.
Ms. Selam Kidane was a medical
student when she published “Songs

of Life,” a collection of poems in
English in 2015. “Songs of Life”
is a small book, with big ideas and
deep thoughts. It makes readers
think about the issues it raises. It is
impossible for people to read and
not be influenced by the thoughts
the poet shares with us, which
I think is the hallmark of great
poetry.
Using biblical allusions and, to
a certain extent, popular western
fairy stories, Ms. Selam writes
about issues such as dreams, hope
and despair, love, life and death,
relationships, jealousy, and other
human desires and emotions.

of a young woman has to ‘bribe’
her or his future son-in-law so that
the young man may marry his or
her daughter. Ms. Selam gives her
poem such a twist that we see the
injustice of the dowry system still
common in the Tigrigna culture. It
is natural, especially for women, to
feel the injustice of this practice,
which yokes women to a marriage
that undermines their worth and
whose foundation is a shaky
ground.
“My daughter is more than a
jewel.
For her hand they scrabble

Most of her poems are very short
but so interesting that one feels one
is given a delicious piece of cake,
which one enjoys and relishes so
much that one wishes the cake
were a little bigger. A number of
the poems are four or less lines,
such as the following poem: “When
weeds grow in your garden, /Then
your eyes open, / To see a forest, /
A sight that is greater than a mere
garden.”

Like hyenas over a bone.

Some of the poems raise important
issues and show us the kind of
society in which we live. In one
poem, “Paying the dower,” Ms.
Selam writes about the dowry
system. In this poem, the parent

Add a few thousand to make the
scale right.

When I found one with pure blood
I said - you can have my daughter.
His family came together And they keep saying that the scale
is not right
Your daughter is not enough

(Songs of Life, 72)

To see if my lenses are befogged

But, Ms. Selam doesn’t just
question the society we live in.
She also asks us to see ourselves,
our attitudes, our beliefs, and our
values. In “Betraying the dark
roots”, which reminds us of Okot
p’Bitek’s “Song of Lawino,” she
writes about a man who wants to
be and lives like a white man. “Try
as I might to erase the dark/ Every
sunset found me / Unmarred with
white - Brown and black.”
Ms. Selam even goes further and
doesn’t stop at exposing society
or individuals, and shows us our
problems may be with our way
of perceiving. She invites us to
inspect our vision, our way of
seeing critically, and correct our
vision if we find something wrong
with it. In “Optic” she does this.

My window is dirty and -

“I eye the eye
To observe the world that revolves
around me
I eye the eye
Does it look out?
Or does it let the world -

I raised a daughter

Outside have a glimpse of the
inside?

And I am paying him to take her.”

I eye the eye

My mark is not steady.
I eye the eye
If the view is obscured
If the sight I perceive
Is an illusion only
And my eye is belying me.
I eye the eye
To see
If - I can trust the sight that I see.”
(Songs of Life, 37-38).
In other poems, such as
“Sententious”, she exposes no
views or unjust practices or
customs but just describes and
shares with us her observation
about life. Taking the biblical story
of Eden, she observes that whether
we like it or not life is a choice.
“The choices we have to make
The turns we have to take
The days spent pondering
Which boxes to check
Even no choice is a choice in the
end.
Life is a garden
With a tree in its center
Whether or not to eat the forbidden
fruit.” (Songs of Life, 41)
I could go on and list and discuss
many more poems and show how
beautifully Ms. Selam has written
about different issues. Each poem
is more beautiful than the other
and one derives as much pleasure
out of one poem as out of the next
or the one before it. I cannot say
which poem is my most favorite
because I can mention a number of
them, which I liked tremendously.
Though I don’t know why, I like

continued on page 6
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The Culture of Humor and the Art of the Word
Natnael Yebio W.
A skeleton walks into a bar and
orders a beer and a mob! This cracks
me up most of the time while most
of my dim-witted companies don’t
get the joke.
On December 14, 2008, an Iraqi
journalist startled attendees at a press
conference at the prime minister’s
palace in Baghdad, Iraq, by throwing
a shoe at U.S. President George W.
Bush. After the incident, Bush joked:
“If you want the facts, it’s a size 10”.
A few weeks later, on February
2, 2009, a student threw a shoe at
Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao as he
was giving a speech at the University
of Cambridge. The student was
removed from the lecture hall, but
Premier Wen was not amused: “this
despicable behavior will do nothing
to hold back the friendship of the
Chinese and British people”. Two
leaders, Western and Chinese, and
two vastly different reactions to an
unexpected insult, one humorous and
one serious: the incidents highlight
culturally different attitudes toward
humor.

their humour can
range from

the
ridiculously
silly to darkly
cynical. Over-the-top sincerity does
not sit well with this audience.
While irony and sarcasm work
well in England, it is less appropriate
across the channel. Countries
like Switzerland, Germany or the
Netherlands prefer clear, direct,
and to-the-point jokes rather than
convoluted double entendres.
Italians enjoy pratfalls and physical
humour, as well as puns and irony.
Don’t be afraid to go exuberantly
over-the-top with your delivery,
using plenty of hand gestures. Speak
as if you were using exclamation
points!

“What do you call a fake noodle?”
asked a comedian of some sort.

Eritreans tend to laugh more at
foolish incidents or anecdotes. It has
to be simple and culture oriented. But
here also one can discern between
city and village jokes. The former
are mostly copies from western jokes
books or films, the latter are deeply
rooted in the surrounding customs
and traditions.

With a cheeky smile on his face the
comedian replied, “AN IMPASTA!”
The man bursted out laughing and
Though dumb, the joke certainly
is a clever word play. Humor can be
used in different ways.
There is refinement in humor. The
joke section in the Reader’s Digest is
not for the simpleton. You need to be
well-read and somehow conversant
with American culture to get the joke
and giggle like a crazy person. Some
people simply laugh at the jokes and
if you ask them what made them
laugh they are afraid to explain. They
simply laughed because they had to.
It is a humor section after all.
The British love playing around
with language. This includes puns,
innuendos, irony and wordplay.
They find satire delightful, and

wants to talk to me telling me this
and that, one in English, another in
Arabic, still another in Hindi, and I
tell them, will you please stop talking
to me at the same time!”
Keshi Tesfasilasie had problems
tuning his radio.

Humor varies from place to place.
Arab humor may make Eritreans
laugh most of the time, but English
humor, more often than not, tends to
leave most cold. I don’t know what
our reaction would be to Japanese or
Malay humor.

“I have no idea.” retorted, the
irritated man at the bar.

relate to the young
generations.
But you
laugh
just

For example, to a peasant the
story of the mirror would solicit
more laughter than the histrionics of
Charlie Chaplin.
I once told you of a village man
who one day upon a visit to the
city had humorously tried to shake
hands with his own image reflected
in a mirror. For the old man had
never seen his own image before.
Jokes like that would bring about
uncontrollable laughter to villagers.
In our culture, one is supposed
to laugh at jokes or funny incidents
told by the elderly. Not doing so is
a breach of propriety. Most of the
time, the jokes are stale and do not

same,
using the
wrong
facial
muscles. At least, the respect is in its
place.
Have you heard this one? It
made many an Eritrean double up
with laughter in the past. It is about
the peasant who went to town and
imitating the city dwellers, strolled
into a restaurant and asked for the
menu of the day. If there was one
dish the peasant could not stand, it
was pumpkin stew (dubba), for he
ate it all his life and he hated it from
the depth of his heart.
“Potato, Shiro, hamli, quanta, silsi,
zucchini,” shouted the waiter.
Foreign to his ear, the peasant
asked what the last one was.
“ZUUUCCHINI!” reaffirmed the
waiter sounding out the letters.
“Okay, bring me ZUUUCHINI and
make it fast,” drooled the peasant.
When the zucchini stew was
brought to our friend from the country
side, he took one morsel, rolled his
eyes and murmured to himself:
“You dirty old pumpkin; I knew
that once in town you would change
your name…”
Some jokes have to do with modern
technology, like this one: Keshi
(Pastor) Tesfasilasie lived alone in a
small village in the 1950’s. One day
his son who happened to live in the
UK sent him a radio, which was a
rarity in Eritrea at the time.
Keshi Tesfasilasie was beyond
himself with joy and exhilaration.
“How’s the radio, Keshi
Tesfasilasie?” asked a neighbor one
day.
“What can I say, the entire world

And when his wife, who suffered
from motion sickness, boarded an
air-plane to go to visit her son, it is
said that she asked the hostess to
allow her to sit with the copilot as
she always sat in front when she
traveled to Keren.
Although most of the time dirty
jokes, which are funnier than decent
jokes, are frowned upon by people of
good breed, they are usually told in
funeral parlors by people who come
to console the bereaved. In a society
where sex and all that is related to it,
is taboo, dirty jokes serve as a sort
of emotional release. The girl, who
had been crying her eyes out the day
before for the loss of a loved one,
is now shedding tears caused by
excessive laughter. If the loved one
was a decent person, he would be
turning in his grave.
As to sick jokes, they neither exist
in our culture nor are they welcome
by the majority of our society. These
are jokes about the poor, the dead,
the ailing and the underprivileged of
this world. And they are jokes made
at their cost. They are cruel jokes.
There is one that I know which is
remotely related to sick jokes, and
which is commonly told without
raising eyebrows. It is about a certain
man who went to a funeral of his
friend’s dearest mother and was told
to deliver a speech, a sort of a funeral
oration, like a eulogy.
He stood up and went on to praise
the deceased mother for her wisdom
and generosity.
“This very day we have lost a dear
woman, for Kedes (name chosen for
expediency measures) was not only
mother to Tekle (complete fictitious
name), but the mother of us all
here gathered today to pay our last
respects.”
The mourners were all amazed by
his speech and congratulated him for
his presence of mind. But the worst
was yet to come.
It so happened that the same person
had just lost his dear wife. Again a

funeral procession. Wailing. Burial.
Speech again. The same friend was
asked to deliver the speech as he did
it superbly before.
“You can do it,” encouraged his
friends, “you have done it last time.”
“Plus you are good with words.”
When the officiating Priest
rebuked the wailing women to stop,
the friend stepped forward:
“Dear mourners,” went on, the
over confident friend,
“This day we have lost a dear
Woman, Almaz (fictitious name)
was not only the wife of Tekle, but
the wife of all who are mourning at
this very moment……”
The mourners were flabbergasted
by his speech and felt, starting from
the husband, like punching him in
the nose.
Humor is the best medicine, and
this biblical statement antedates the
Readers Digest. The combatants have
used it to good use during the 30-year
armed struggle for liberation. Most of
the time they laughed at the enemy,
and sometimes at themselves.
This writer remembers being told
by his uncle the following field joke:
A teacher was one day giving math
lessons to his students under a tree.
Thinking he was being savvy and
witty by putting Ethiopian soldiers
into an equation, he asked his rather
smart little students, how many
coffee cups would be left if Ethiopian
soldiers invading a house took five
coffee cups from an old lady who
had fourteen in her cupboard.
The answer to the quiz given by
one of his students was not nine
but simply zero. How come? There
were fourteen coffee cups and the
Ethiopian soldiers took only four
cups, wondered the teacher. The
answer was again simple: When
Ethiopian soldiers barge into a house,
they take everything away.
The comedian is once again back
to crack another wordplay……
“What do you call an alligator that
is wearing a vest?” asks the idiot.
“Logically speaking an alligator
never wears any clothing let alone
a vest but go ahead make my day.”
says a woman in glasses.
“An Investigator!”
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local news
High School
Students in
Molque Sub-zone
Hold Festival

Commendable Dental Medical Service
exist 6 health facilities in the
Central region and one each in
the remaining 5 regions providing
dental treatment.
She further explained that Orotta
School of Medicine and Dental
Health is making significant
contribution in providing skilled
man power and that the 22 youths
who recently graduated from the
school are assigned to the dental
institutions.

A Festival of Secondary School
Students was conducted in Molqi
sub-zone with a view to enabling
them identify their talents.
The festival was aimed at
creating a forum in which students
can exercise their innovative skills
through applying the theoretical
education besides demonstrating
their
potential
and
share
experience.
Conducted for the third time,
the Festival has created innovative
competitiveness among students,
reports indicated.

In line with the expansion of
health care services nationwide,
dental medical service equipped
with modern technology and skilled
personnel is providing effective
service, stated Dr. Weini Abed,

Marine and Coastal . . .

continued from page 3

are used for the production of
perfumery.
The aesthetic beauty of some
mollusks is breathtaking and
people use of them for decoration.
Mollusks have also made great
contribution in the health
sector. The chemicals found in
various mollusks are used in the
production of medicine.
The sea cucumber is an
attractive sea food because it has
a very low content of cholesterol,
but high amount of protein.
According to research, the sea
cucumber in Eritrea, especially
that found in the island of
Yemarku, one of the islands of
the Dahlak archipelago, began to
be highly utilized starting from
the 1960s. Until 2000, the local
fishermen from the islands and
some seaside villages, divided
with only handmade masks to

extract cocumber in a small
scale. Since 2000, however,
the local fishermen upgraded
their equipment and have been
collecting sea cucumber in a
bigger scale.
Sea cucumbers have a lot
of economic benefits. Most
people who live in the coastal
areas of the world lead their
livelihood by selling dried
cucumbers. In countries of the
Far East, particularly China
and Hong Kong, sea cucumbers
are extensively used as food,
traditional medicine as well as oil
and cosmetics.
Compared to other types
marine life the sea cucumber has
a very limited mobility, which
makes it vulnerable to be caught.
Taking this into consideration
an organized marine resource
management is required to ensure
the sustainability of the sea
cucumbers.

dental expert at Orotta National
Referral Hospital.
Stating that such service is being
provided in all the Administrative
regions, Dr. Weini said that there

Underlining the benefits of
dental medical services provided
in cooperation with foreign
medics in sharing experience and
transfer of technology, Dr. Weini
stated that such service provided
along with American and German
dentists have made commendable
contribution to that end.

Vocational Training for 107 Youth
The Ministry of Education branch in Gash Barka region provided a twomonth long vocational training on administration, leadership and related fields
to 107 youth civil servants in the region.
Mr. Hailab Habtai, Head of Research and Human Development in the branch,
stated that the objective of the training is to enhance productivity and effective
implementation of chartered out programs as well as ensuring effective and
efficient service by raising the competency of workers.
Head of the branch, Mr. Mohamed-Ali Ibrahim, on his part stated that the
significant importance of organizing vocational training aimed at enhancing
the quality of civil servants, said that similar programs will be organized in
the future.
The Director General of Social Services in the region, Mr. Franco Kubaba,
also said that the vocational training will make significant contribution in
their daily tasks, and called on the trainees to apply the knowledge they have
acquired on the ground.
Meanwhile, a three-month long vocational training which included weaving
and sewing was provided to more than 550 females in the port city of
Massawa.

Micro-credit
Scheme for
Disabled
Citizens
The National Association of
Eritrean War-disabled Veterans
branch in Anseba region provided
450 thousands of Nakfa on microcredit scheme to 30 war-disabled
females.
The Head of the branch, Mr.
Dawit Gebrekiristos, stated that
the program was a continuation
of the programs to enhance the
socio-economic capacity of its
members, and that the microcredit program will continue to be
provided to war-disabled veterans
throughout the region.
Noting that each disabled
veteran was provided 15 thousand
Nakfa and is aimed at making
the veterans self-supportive, Mr.
Dawit said that the scheme will
have significant impact on the
continuity and sustainability
related projects and called on the
beneficiaries to make good use of
the opportunity provided.
The Director General of
Tourism in the region and
member of the council of the
National Association of Eritrean
War-disabled Veterans, Mr. Salim
Ali, on his part called on the
beneficiaries to take advantage
of the micro-credit opportunities,
improve their livelihood and
ensure their future.
The National Association of
Eritrean War-disabled Veterans
branch in Anseba region has 2
thousand registered members.

Workshop on Fresh Water Fish Farming
The Agriculture Ministry’s branch in Anseba region organized a workshop on fresh water fish farming in
Keren city.
The Director of Land and Agriculture in the region, Mr. Bahta Tedros, said that the objective of the
workshop is to enable give stakeholders a broader understanding of fresh water fish farming so as to enhance
participation in the endeavor.
He added that there are 16 dams in the region and that the three types of fish being farmed in 12 dams are
in good condition.
Three research papers on fresh water fish farming, project of marine resource management and policy of
the Ministry of Marine Resources were presented.
Speaking at the event, the Governor of the Anseba region, Mr. Ali Mahmud, noted that fresh water fish
farming will have significant contribution in ensuring food security and improving the lives of citizens
living in rural areas and called for organizing awareness-raising and training programs for farmers in a bid to
expand the activity in all dams and micro-dams in the region.
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Invitation for Bids
Ministry of Marine Resources-Fisheries Resources Management Program
IFAD -- GRANT No. DSF-2000001700-ER
Procurement of Lot-1 Safety and Field Trip Materials
Lot-2 Laboratory Equipments
Lot-3 Under water Cameras
Lot-4 Sound System

National Competitive Bidding (NCB)
IFB No.: MMR/FReMP/G/NCB/0002/2018
1. The Government of the State of Eritrea has received grant from the
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) toward
the cost of Fisheries Resources Management Program, and it intends to apply part of the proceeds of this grant to payments under
the Contract for the procurement of LOT 1. Safety and Field Trip
Materials. LOT-2 Laboratory Equipments, LOT-3 Under Wa-

ter Cameras, LOT-4, Sound System.

2. MMR-FReMP now invites sealed bids from eligible and qualified
bidders with renewed license for 2018 for the procurement of
mentioned above.

CHINESE COURSE TO THE PUBLIC
CI-NHERI is planning to offer Level 1 Chinese language
course to the public in summer vocation. The schedule is as
follows:

Class1: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM – 11:00
AM
Class2: Saturday and Sunday 9:00 AM – 11:00
AM

The payment for the handout is 100 Nakfa. More information
is available for you on working days at Room 179 (CI office),
University of Asmara.

The following is the details for the registration:
Date: Jun. 9-13, 2018
Time: 9:00 AM -11:00 AM, 2:30 PM -5:00 PM
Venue: Room 179 (CI office), University of Asmara

The duration of the course is from 16th, Jun. to 9th Sep. CINHERI is expecting you to begin the Chinese journey with us
together.

3. Interested bidders may obtain further information from the MMRFReMP and inspect the Bidding documents at the address given
below, from 8:00 – 12:00 P.M and 14:00 – 18:00 P.M. local time,
Monday through Friday.
4. A complete set of bidding documents in English may be purchased
by interested bidders on the submission of a written application to
the address below and upon payment of a nonrefundable fee of
Eritrean Nakfa (ERN) 500.00 (five hundred Nakfa) or equivalent
in foreign currency starting from June 11, 2018.
5. Bids must be delivered to the address below on or before Monday
July 23, 2018. At 10:00 a.m.
6. Electronic Bidding will not be permitted. Late Bids will be
rejected.
7. Bids will be opened in the presence of bidders or their representatives
who choose to attend in person at the address below at 10:15 a.m.
on July 23, 2018. All bids must be accompanied by a bid security
mentioned in the bidding documents.
8. The address referred to above is:					
					
The Ministry of Marine Resources-Fisheries Resources Management
Program 										
		
Street Address: Hiday Street 748-1
Block and Floor: Dembe Sembel, Block “A”, 4th Floor, RH
City: Asmara
P.O.Box 923
ZIP code: 748-1
Country: Eritrea
Telephone: 291-1-1539 Facsimile number: 291-1-153961
E-mail: absisamb@gmail.com or fremp2017@gmail.com

Songs of Life . . .

continued from page 3

this short poem, “Dreams that fly”, much
more than the others.
“There are dreams that fly
Like Birds,
They circle the earth
Searching for willing nests.” (Songs of Life,
24).
Reading “Songs of Life” for the first time,
I was so impressed that I wished the poems
were written in Tigrigna, the poet’s mother
tongue.
To be honest, as a bilingual, I sometimes have
a dilemma, which language to use to express
my thoughts. Sometimes I observe myself
writing in English, and not in Tigrigna.
If I try to say the same thing in the other
language often it is not as successful, and I
find out that I am unable to express the same
thoughts as effectively as I did in the other
language. Sometimes, I could find no words
in English, which is a foreign language to
me, which I can express myself in Tigrigna
without difficulty.
I know people have different reasons why

they want to write in this and not in that
language. One reason could be the question of
audience. If an Eritrean writes in English it is
obvious that more people will read his or her
works. However, that decision automatically
excludes other readers, especially Eritrean
readers, whose mastery of English is not
good. It is true people who write in English
have bigger readerships, and the chances of
the book selling in big numbers is greatly
multiplied, especially if the author is able to
penetrate the international market. Obviously,
it makes sense to use English or widely
spoken languages if a bigger audience and,
therefore, a bigger market, is the writer’s
number one goal. If, however, money is
not the writer’s foremost goal but instead to
have a family conversation, a family chat,
to communicate and share ideas with those
closest to the writer it makes a lot of sense
for the writer to use their language in the
conversation. You as a writer, share your
thoughts and they benefit from your wisdom
and they may, in turn, comment on and enrich
your understanding of the issues you have
raised. Seen in this light, if Ms. Selam had
used Tigrigna, her mother tongue, though
she would have faced the danger of not being
read widely, she would certainly have added
to our wealth of Tigrigna literature.
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Organization de Lutte Contre le
Criquet
Pe’lerin Dans l’Est Africain

Desert Locust Control
Organization
For Eastern Africa

Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa Established by International Convention signed by
the Governments of Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda and
registered with the United Nations

HEADQUARTERS: ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA

VACANCY ANNOUNCMENT

The Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA) is a
Regional Organization established by International Convention signed by the
Governments of Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, South Sudan,
Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda. Our mandate is to control Migratory Pests in
the Region.

The DLCO-EA invites applications for the following post:

 Job Title: Pilot
 Classification/Job Category : Professional Staff
 Place of Work : Nairobi, Kenya (Operational Base)

5) Preference shall be given to candidates with agriculture aviation
spraying experience.
How to Apply:

To apply visit our website (dlcoea.org.et/Documentation/Employment
Application Form) and download the Application Form. Interested applicants
can fill and submit the application with copies of Certificates, Testimonials and
CV within 30 days after publication of the Advert to:-

The Director

 Terms of Employment: 3 years Renewable Contract

DLCO-EA

 Salary and Benefits: Scale R4 (B) entry point negotiable [US$
20,544.00 - 22,113.00) Per Annum, plus 25% House Allowance,
20% Cost of Living Allowance and other benefits as per the
Organization’s Service Regulations.]

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia

Summary of Duties & Responsibilities:

P.O. Box 4255
E-mail: dlc@ethionet.et
dlcoea@ethionet.et

OR

The Pilot is responsible for the safe and efficient conduct of the flight
assignments. He/she is responsible to the Chief Pilot to carry out flight
in accordance with the general operational plans; however, he/she may
be required to perform other duties which may be delegated to him/her
by the Chief Pilot.

Deliver by hand to:DLCO-EA Registry
Gurd Shola
CMC Road - during office hours (8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.)

The specific duties & responsibilities of this post can be accessed from our
website (dlcoea.org.et/documentation vacanciesifications Required:

1) Diploma or University level in Sciences or equivalent.
2) ICAO recognized CPL with an Instrument rating.
3) Ratings on DHC2 Beaver, or any other tail wheel Aircraft is an
added advantage.
4) 500 hours in command time.

ADDIS ABABA

OR
Deliver by hand to:-

The respective Country DLCO-EA Base Station.
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Eritrea, End and R ebirth of an African Dream
New book “Eritrea, fine e rinascita di un sogno africano” - A beautiful book to be read in one breath, almost a novel, more than a guide, perhaps even a bit of a travel
journal. An exciting reading, to be done before leaving for Eritrea, to get to know the country, its past and present history. A book full of anecdotes, stories, and practical
information. EritreaLive interviewed the author, Alessandro Pellegatta. Excerpts of the interview posted on www.tesfanews.net follows:

First of all, where does your
passion for Eritrea come from?
Eritrea is a complex country. To
understand it you must go back
in time. Learn about its colonial
history to arrive to its contemporary
one. You must learn to know the
other which, as Kapuściński said,
is a complex thing, sometimes a
dangerous one, but, which also
helps you find your own origins.
Unfortunately, nowadays fears and
ideologies, which prevent you from
seeing and understanding, have
replaced a culture of diversity and
comparison.
In your book, you say that you
were not born as a writer, it was
travelling that led you to write.
Travels “to lose yourself”, travels
“to find yourself”. How come you
found yourself in Eritrea?
Travelling for me means to lose
myself, to rediscover my curiosity
for the world. Above all for the
South of the world, which represents
the future of humanity without a
doubt.
Why Eritrea?
A journey to Eritrea is an
extraordinary experience. Eritrea is
a small country, with very ancient
history. From the land of Punt to
the port cities on the Red Sea, in a
particular Adulis.
Today Eritrea is a country that
is looking for its own way for a
development far from old and
new colonialism. Far from the
appetites of the great powers and
multinational companies. Despite
the Red Sea offshore platforms, oil,
gas, gold fields …
As Pasolini wrote, Eritrea is a
completely different country than
how we imagine it. And then you
have Eritreans. They have elegance
and dignity. In this elegance of
popular gentlemen, Muslims,
Christians, and Copts … These are
nomadic and peasant populations.

you ask yourself, how the wings
may stay up. As they have done for
the past 70 years …
Then you get to the Hamasien
hotel, a hotel of the 1920’s with
a Tyrolean style dome and the
question here is: “where have I ended
up?” If it wasn’t for pepper trees it
could be Baviera. The Hamasien
is a hotel now almost decrepit, a
former CIAAO hotel, (Ed. Italian
Hotel Company of Eastern Africa)
with 80 rooms and great charm. A
particular suggestion.
How does an Italian tourist feel
like in Eritrea?
There is no hostility towards
Italians. In Eritrea, there is a natural
predisposition towards others.
Historically, geographically and
culturally, the different Eritrean
ethnic groups have had to learn to
live together. Plateau and lowland.
The former has an agricultural and
rural culture that reflects the Coptic
Christian tradition. The lowlands,
on the other hand, have a nomadic
culture which corresponds, by and
large, to the Islamic religion. In the
country these two elements coexist
peacefully, indeed they tend to mix.
Travelling in Eritrea means to learn
very different realities, Asmara,
Keren, Massawa.
How is Massawa, a port city on
the Red Sea?
Walking through the streets of
Massawa, despite the destruction it
suffered, still leaves us to imagine
the beauty of buildings such
as the Bank of Italy. There are
small streets lined with buildings
constructed of madreporic material.
You see Turkish infrastructure,
Indian merchant palaces … with an
incredible melting pot. Even here
Italians have been careful in the
design of buildings. They respected
the local tradition, taking into
account what already existed.
On July 8th, 2017, Asmara
became a UNESCO world

heritage site …
Asmara is the most fascinating
city in all of Africa, with a
combination of Western, Arab and
Islamic elements. If the realization
of Italian colonialism has become
a heritage of humanity, it must be
recognized that the Eritreans knew
how to preserve its modernity.
Beyond the labels, the buildings
of Asmara have incredible charm
and beauty. This is a credit to the
Eritreans for having understood and
valued a heritage that could have
been destroyed. The entry of Asmara
in the heritage of humanity will not
only be of great importance from
the architectural and urban point,
but it will represent a milestone in
the history of Eritrea.
Cultural heritage always expresses
the culture of a community and
connotes it. And the need to rebuild
the national identity of Eritrea still
remains a priority. In fact, since
the end of the nineteenth century,
the country has been subject to
processes of conquest, occupation,
militarization, colonization, and
spoliation, including a cultural one.
Behind the result achieved
by Asmara UNESCO heritage,
there was a huge job. Dozens of
engineers, architects, surveyors,
the municipality of Asmara, people
I have met, all of which are very
capable.
In your book, you also talk

about Eritrean archeological sites
Yes, Adulis in particular and
the Axumite cities on the Eritrean
highland.
Few people know that the
development of the Axumite
kingdom has been made possible
by the very maritime exchanges of
the port of Adulis. The port was in
fact connected to Axum through
caravan routes that went up the
Haddas and Komailé courses and,
with a difference in height of over
2,000 meters, reached the Axumite
towns on the Qohaito plateau.

What can you appreciate and
what should you not expect?
If you are looking for the
comforts of a 7-star hotel, you
are in the wrong place. But the
fascination of living in a hotel of
colonial architecture, seeing the sky
from Lombard style windows …
the feeling a building like this can
give you … is priceless. You find
yourself in a timeless dimension.
The Hamasien is also in the district
of villas, the old center of European
residences, full of bougainvillea,
flowers, palm trees.

From here, the tracks crossed
the Ethiopian Tigray passing near
the monastery of Debra Damo and
Yeha. Finally, arriving in the capital
of the Axumite Empire which has
been famous, since the ancient
world, for its spectacular stelae.

Asmara is an enjoyable city,
without
skyscrapers,
where
everything has remained peoplefriendly. Asmara’s modernity lies
in the very absence of skyscrapers,
everything is very soft, calm. You
can walk by day and by night
without any disturbance.

I found the description of the
arrival in Asmara in your book
rather beautiful. From the airport
toward the Hamasien hotel …

I have visited many cities, but
none is like Asmara. Asmara is truly
a jewel.

I arrived in Asmara at night, a
misty, dark atmosphere. The city,
2,350 meters above sea level,
presented itself with clear sky and
stars. Awesome. After the airport,
after one or two roundabouts you
arrive in front of an airplane-shaped
building. At this point, you feel as
though you were inside a painting
by Sironi or De Chirico, in those
symbolic outskirts. It is instead the
Fiat Tagliero service station. And

Walking through the center you
arrive in its pretty venues, such as
Bar Vittoria, where you can drink
cappuccino or coffee. It’s incredible.
A thousand miles away from home
is like being still at home. On the
way, you can meet the children
of old Ascari, people who want
to talk in Italian. For the pleasure
of communicating, knowing,
remembering.
Marilena Dolce

